Idaho 4-H Teen Conference Appearance Guidelines
Your appearance at Idaho 4-H Teen Conference is important. You will need, at a minimum, two
types of clothing to wear. You may also need clothing specific to your workshop track, such as
loose fitting clothing for fitness activities.
For Guys

For Girls

Casual
Jeans, khakis, t-shirts, tennis shoes.
Does not include cut-offs or worn
jeans with holes or ragged edges.
Same as for guys. No very short
shorts or very brief tops.

Dress-Up
Dress slacks with a shirt and tie, jacket,
leather shoes or boots. No denim clothing
or athletic shoes.
Dresses from knee to floor length or pant
suits appropriate for a prom or similar
activity. This could include a dressy outfit
worn to a religious activity.

 Your general appearance should be neat and clean.
 You may be asked to change your clothing if standards of decency in appearance are not
met.
 Hats and caps should not be worn during activities held inside buildings. This applies to
both girls and guys.
 Pajamas, sleepwear or outfits with visible undergarments should not be worn outside
your dorm floor.
 Dress and appearance should not present health or safety hazards or cause disruption.
 Bare feet are not appropriate. Conventional shoes or sandals are required. Flip flops are
not recommended as there is a great deal of walking up and down hills on campus.
ITEMS NOT APPROPRIATE AT 4-H TEEN CONFERENCE
 Tube tops, halter tops, one-shoulder tops, strapless tops, casual tops with spaghetti
straps, dresses/tops/pants/skirts that expose midriff, navel, back or cleavage. Formal
dresses may be more revealing, but should be tasteful and conservative.
 See-through or muscle shirts.
 Clothing that advertises alcoholic beverages, tobacco products or drugs.
 Clothing that has vulgar, obscene or offensive messages or images.
 Cut-offs, ripped jeans or other clothing with holes.
 Excessively short shorts.

